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Why offshore wind? 

Offshore wind goals set 
in law 

– Energy Diversity Act: 
1600 MW of offshore 
wind by 2027 (200-
400 turbines) 
 

Power plants 
retiring 

Source: ISO New England 

Energy diversity for 
security 
 

Landside capacity is more limited 
(est. 1500 MW total) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the state level, the policy discussion about whether or not we will have offshore wind is over.  The state wants it.  It’s a matter of where to put it.Power plants are retiring, 8,800 MW at risk  https://www.iso-ne.com/about/regional-electricity-outlook/grid-in-transition-opportunities-and-challenges/power-plant-retirementsHow much wind energy potential is there in Massachusetts?Plenty. Wind energy, especially offshore wind, is one of the most abundant sources  of renewable energy in Massachusetts. There are 1,500 MW of onshore technical potential in Massachusetts and slightly over 6,000 MW of offshore technical potential.http://www.mass.gov/eea/energy-utilities-clean-tech/renewable-energy/wind/wind-energy-facts.html#bAbout landside capacity: http://www.mass.gov/eea/grants-and-tech-assistance/guidance-technical-assistance/agencies-and-divisions/doer/renewable-energy-snapshot.html



1. Identify and map special, sensitive, 
and unique natural resources 

a) whales 
b) eelgrass 
c) fish 
d) etc etc 

 
2. Identify and map existing uses 

a) fisheries 
b) rec fishing, boating 
c) transportation 
d) etc etc 

 
3. Assess compatibility between new 

uses and existing uses and 
resources 

State planning *Mass Waters 
only 
*Cables, 
pipelines, wind, 
sand mining 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
State planning was initiated after legislation was passed in the face of several major offshore projects in and near state waters: Neptune, Northeast Gateway, and HubLine Pipelines, Weaver’s Cove offshore LNG in Fall River, and Cape Wind in Nantucket Sound. Our planning was not just focused on offshore wind, but other uses like cables, pipelines, and sand mining.  Unlike RI, only state waters.Largely depended on existing data.  That data was often not in a format useful for this exercise, so it needed to be analyzed for this purpose.  Example: trawl survey data is for assessing the relative abundance of commercially fished groundfish.  Can it tell us where important fish resource areas are?Considered compatibility of existing resources and uses with proposed activity.  For example: what resources or existing uses should a cable avoid, and what things are compatible?A lot of our gaps are on the compatibility end of things, as well as the cumulative impact/ecosystem assessment end of things.Used existing data & some new studies  Reformatted/reanalyzed for ocean planning needs + made it more accessible to users  Data gaps identified and put in a Science PlanCompatibility/trade-offsCumulative impact/ocean vulnerabilityHigher resolution data (temporally and spatially)And more…Examples of existing data:Mass trawl survey data, eelgrass mappingExamples of new studies:Rec boating survey



Provisional areas (may be 
possible, but unlikely) 

Don’t go 
here! 

Wind energy areas that 
passed initial screening 

 
4. Identify potential locations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Considered compatibility of existing resources and uses with proposed activity.  For example: what resources or existing uses should a cable avoid, and what things are compatible?No room for 1600 MW of wind energy.  I think it’s safe to say that in general, people didn’t like the options we put on the table.



Fishing closures 
Traffic lanes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basically, there are only a few small places it might make sense to put in wind in state waters, so Mass started looking offshore – set up the BOEM intergovernmental task force.  Started looking for a place to put wind farms.



Jeffreys 
Ledge 

Stellwagen 
Bank 

Georges 
Bank 

Fishing closures 
Traffic lanes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have Jeffreys, Stellwagen, and the Great South ChannelGeorges Bank: too far away, too many fisheries and fish resourcesDevelopment needs: shallowish water, soft(ish) bottom, low slope, close to power grid



Fishing closures 
Traffic lanes 

Request For 
Interest Area 

Jeffreys 
Ledge 

Stellwagen 
Bank 

Georges 
Bank 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start big, winnow downWhat is compatible with wind farms? Traffic lanes?  Fisheries closures?Would companies even try to build on Nantucket Shoals?



BOEM Request 
for Interest 
• Does anyone want 

to build here? 
• What do we know 

about natural 
resources/existing 
uses? 

Stakeholder 
review 
• Relied on available 

data 
• Some stakeholders 

reanalyzed the 
data for this 
purpose 

Initiate studies 
• Marine mammals, 

turtles, birds 
• Seafloor 
• Fish resources 

Chicken and egg:  
Need to know where the wind farms are going to do the studies. 

Need to do the studies to figure out where the wind farms should go.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fed gov’t solicits information (RFI)Task Force and gov’t scientists look at available data, consider constraintsFisheries (value, effort), fish, marine mammals, birdsInitiate studies to better understand region – these happened in parallel, mostly after the RFI and WEA developmentStarted with marine mammals, turtles, and birdsMoved on to seafloor, fish resources



Fishing closures 
Traffic lanes 

MA wind 
energy area 
RI-MA wind 
energy area 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of the Request For Interest process was to ask more questions and get more information to delineate the Wind Energy Area.Brackets region where wind energy will be developedProvides a space for further development of characterization studiesLimits spatial alternatives, lowers risk that companies will apply in places that off the bat aren’t sensible



Where are we now? 
 

REGIONAL 

GIS data from Kirkpatrick et al. 2017 

NE Multispecies Groundfish revenue 
intensity using VTRs (2007-2012), VA-ME 

Regional planning: 
northeastoceandata.org, BOEM 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regional: NY-ME or VA-MEHas generally supported the Mass WEA locationKirkpatrick et al. 2017: Socio-Economic Impact of Outer Continental Shelf Wind Energy Development on Fisheries in the U.S. Atlantic (2017)



Where are we now? 
 

REGIONAL SUB-REGIONAL 

GIS data from Kirkpatrick et al. 2017 

Same data, analyzed for smaller study 
area 

Regional planning: 
northeastoceandata.org, BOEM 
 

NE Multispecies Groundfish revenue 
intensity using VTRs (2007-2012), VA-ME 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BUT…scale dependency of dataThe heat map can change as you alter your study area.Kirkpatrick et al. 2017: Socio-Economic Impact of Outer Continental Shelf Wind Energy Development on Fisheries in the U.S. Atlantic (2017)



What’s needed? 
• Fill characterization gaps at subregional scale–what is 

where when? 
– Jonah crab, squid 
– Ocean quahog, scallop 
– Seasonality 

• Can lease/site specific characterization, monitoring and 
impact assessment studies be nested within subregional 
studies 
‒ Changes in food selection 
‒ Artificial reef effect 
‒ Abundance and spatial distribution 

• Compatibility 
• Data management – open and available 

- Etc, etc, etc 

- Etc, etc, etc 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are assuming that high priority interests will be identified and studied prior to development … is that happening?  We do not have sub-regional scale studies.
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